
MARCEL
The art of silence.

It is said that in quiet places, reason abounds.
The MARCEL pendant exudes reason as it absorbs
ambient clatter.

MARCEL’s soft shape and sound deadening 
qualities stem from a natural fiber core and padded
knit shade covering. Carnegie Fabric’s knit Xorel
provides an excellent surface for hospital, corporate
and residential use: anti-bacterial, anti-fungal, 
easily cleaned and water repellent.

Contrasting liners -- fabric, painted or cork -- 
add intrigue to MARCEL’s quiet presence.

Suspended by aircraft cable; fully enclosed 32W
LED light engine with a 3:1 ratio of downlight
to uplight.

Click to learn more about MARCEL.

https://resoluteonline.com/marcel/


A flawless wheel.

Seamless integration of metal craft and technology 
in the spirit of machines hand built for speed on the 
eponymous salt flats.

A completely enclosed LED light source floats 
within a hand formed cold rolled steel drum.  

Shades are blackened or patinated rose bronze, 
or have a matte black or white powder coat finish.

To add a flash of color, specify an optional 
contrasting shade liner.

Click to visit our website and learn 
more about BONNEVILLE.
 

BONNEVILLE

https://resoluteonline.com/bonneville/


NARA
“Wood is universally beautiful to man. It is the most humanly 
intimate of all materials.”  Frank Lloyd Wright

Softly lucent, Nara’s glow permeates layers of sustainable and 
recyclable materials: an FSC certified marine grade okoume 
plywood shell enrobed in natural kraft paper-wrapped steel 
wire and bio-based Xorel fabric from Carnegie.

Nara’s luminescence emanates from a wholly enclosed 32W 
light engine; Nara emits a 3 to 1 ratio of downlight to uplight.   

A variety of stain finishes are available for both 
wood and paper-wrapped wire to complement a 
wide range of fabric options.

The fixture is hung by stainless steel aircraft cable, with clear 
jacketed electrical cord.

Click to learn more about Nara.

https://resoluteonline.com/nara/


MOSQUITO
SUPERLIGHT

MOSQUITO SUPERLIGHT is a smaller, shallower, 
cost-optimized adjunct to the MOSQUITO family.

SUPERLIGHT’s refined design employs the same
FSC certified marine grade Okoume plywood shade ribs,
Kraft paper wrapped steel wire replaces MOSQUITO’s 
more substantial oak bands.  

A standard, fully enclosed 32W light engine provides
a down- to uplight ratio of 3:1.

The shade is enveloped in Carnegie Fabric’s Xorel.

SUPERLIGHT shade sizes:  
Ø27” x 11.5” high
Ø36” x 14.75” 
Ø36” x 10” 

Click to learn more about MOSQUITO SUPERLIGHT.

https://resoluteonline.com/mosquito-superlight/


 STELLA!
Spinning sticks and straw into gold, 
STELLA is a star.

Stained FSC certified marine grade Okoume 
plywood ribs are encircled with Kraft paper 
wrapped steel wire. Hardware shimmers 
with Gold or Silver leaf.

STELLA’s warm natural materials are
illuminated by E26 (medium base) lamps.  
STELLA 3 and STELLA 5 have one light source, fully 
exposed or softly diffused by an aramid cylinder; 
STELLA 43 is lit by nine exposed lamps.

Fixtures are suspended by colored cloth cord, 
field or factory cut rigid stem, or ceiling mounted.

Click to learn more about Stella.

https://resoluteonline.com/category/products/wood/stella/


SOPHIA
“What a dome, that vies in rank with the nine spheres of heaven! 
In this work a perfect master has displayed the whole of the 
architectural science.”

                                       Tursun Beg, 15th century Ottoman historian

SOPHIA is a nod to the magnificent dome of Hagia Sophia, a 
dome whose design has weathered the test of time.

SOPHIA’s aluminum shade with rolled lip may be hand formed 
in diameters from 18” to 36”. A small inverted dome bounces its 
15W LED light source off the dome’s painted -- or glittering 
Gold or Silver leafed -- interior to create an ethereal sphere 
of light. A Matte Black powder coat exterior serves as contrast.

Using aircraft cable and free cord suspension, SOPHIA 
can hang straight or angled to specification. 

Click to learn more about SOPHIA.

https://resoluteonline.com/sophia/
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Ø 6” PURITY DISK 
NATURAL LUSTRE

Ø 10” PURITY DISK 
WARM LUSTRE

11” STURGIS
AIRCRAFT POLISH

MOON 
BLACKENED STEEL

11” STURGIS
WARM LUSTRE

BONNEVILLE
“ROSE BRONZE” PATINA

11” STURGIS
NATURAL MATTE & WARM MATTE

*Please refer to Product Specification sheets for applicable finishes*

Sophia,  Gold Leaf Interior

MANIFOLD
BLACKENED STEEL
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 UTILITY RIGID DROP
WHITE INTERIOR

UTILITY RIGID DROP
APPLE GREEN INTERIOR

PURITY Ø 6" DISK
MUSTARD

UTILITY RIGID DROP
LIGHT BLUE INTERIOR

UTILITY PENDANT
YELLOW INTERIOR

UTILITY RIGID DROP
RED INTERIOR

PURITY Ø 6" DISK
ORANGE

UTILITY PENDANT, BRICK RED INTERIOR 

WHITE YELLOW ORANGE RED APPLE 
GREEN MUSTARDBRICK 

RED
LIGHT 
BLUE GREY BLACK
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